Akkure is where precision medical services
meet modern medicine.

What is Genomics?
Genomics is the study of your genome, which can be
thought of as the instruction manual that tells your body
how to grow, develop and function. Your genome is made up
of segments of DNA called genes, and it is when these
genes have missing information or undergo changes that
you may see an impact on your health.

Why study your Genome?
Each person’s DNA is unique, as is their genetic
predisposition to various illnesses, such as
tumours or cardiovascular diseases. An
individual genetic predisposition to a certain
disease does not guarantee that you will
develop it, only that it is more likely than for an
individual who does not carry the same genetic
risk factor. Environmental factors – such as
lifestyle, nutrition, and exercise – can also
inﬂuence whether or not a genetic disease will
manifest.

What are the beneﬁts?
We are all different, with different biological
make-ups. Therefore, a one-size-ﬁts-all medical
approach to diagnostics and treatment is very
much a 20th century model. Studying your genome
provides personalized insights into your likely
response to treatments, meaning personalised care
tailored to you. It also identiﬁes genetic risk factors,
thus enabling you to make informed decisions
regarding your lifestyle in order to prevent or delay
the onset of a particular illness and to seek out
appropriate treatments, interventions, or screening
as soon as possible.

What happens during
a Whole Exome
Sequencing Test?
1
Akkure will send a
sample collection kit
to your home
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Following the
instructions in your kit,
you will collect a saliva
sample and post it back
to Akkure (a prepaid
return envelope is
included with your kit)

The sample is then
transferred to our
genetic testing
laboratory for
analysis
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4
Your data is stored
cryptographically and
accessed via blockchain
technology ensuring full
ownership and control
resides with you.

Getting your Results
AKKURE’s reports are of the highest medical and
clinical grade, with subsequent analytics &
insights highlighting genetic aspects of
personalised next generation care, allowing for
recommendations where applicable
Results will be returned to your referring clinician,
and will be available for you to view on your
Akkure account after 30 days. We also provide
Genetic Counselling as a support service to allow
you to better understand what your results mean
for you.

Some examples of what
we can study and the
insights we can provide to
you:

Whole Exome
Sequencing
Provides a complete picture of your DNA as
it relates to your health.
Own you virtual digital medical twin.
Secure priceless health insights and future
proof access to new potential therapies.

Pharmacogenomics
Analysis
Analysis of your DNA in order to predict how
you will respond to certain medications.
Minimising adverse side effects and optimising
dosage and hence beneﬁcial effects.

Disease prevention panels
Gain insights into your genetic risk
factors and plan your health care
accordingly
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Tumour Prevention, Cardiovascular
Diseases, Thrombosis & Coagulation
Disorders, Hypercholesterolaemia,
Malignant hyperthermia / anaesthesia
intolerance

